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Thursday, March 31,1977

The next Communicaticm
Skills test for students in·
terested in entering the
College of Arts and Sciences is scheduled for Apr. 18.
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Course Is Se~king
A Few Good Dogs

'

By Rebebh Szymanski
'
For the women on campus
who' happen to own an emotionally stable
German shepherd, Doberman pinscher or equally vicious dog there's a
canine protection course' being offered Apr. 5, that could ultimately
prevent those untimely rapes or assaults.
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Michael Coffman, a senior BUS student is sponsoring a dog-training
course for women students and their dogs.

r.

l ·~

"I train dogs as a hobby," Coffman said. "The idea struck me when I
was out by the duck pond. There were ·so many women walking around
with German shepards and Dobermans that I thought a course like this
could help deter the increasing assault and rape problems on campus."
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The course is being <'r.ered for $8.5 (for dogs and women) and will be
taught at 6 p.m. on the JNM South field one hour a week for eight weeks
starting Tuesday April 5.
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''The dogs will ge trained to deter assualt, but: will be capable of at·
tacking. They usuallyl!ite-..the.attackers:anrt, and as soon.as the guy stops
resisting the dog willstop," Coffman said.
·
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The course center~ on three areas of training. Attack and release on
command, attack without. a cpmmand (in the case of a surprise assault)
and protection of both· the woman's cat and house in the presence and
absence ofthe master.

•· ' \

Photo by D.M. Flynn

Nice choppers, Charlie!:fhis Doberman pinscher is one of the dogs a woman. can use to
ward off potential harm-doers and evil villains. The dog bit off o11r intrepid photographer's
left leg after he got the shot.

Dogs ~list have Teached a minimum of 18 morttlis old and will be
screened before·. training. "They mmt have reached some form of
emotional fitability.'' He said 5ome dogs are overly vicious and therefore
unacceptable. The only requirement for the master is that she be female.
· For .mote information, call Michael Coffman at 25~·3023.
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§ In Jet Collision
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SANTA CRt,JZ DE TENERIFE,
Spain (UPI)-Fragments of taped
radio messages between the airport
control tower and two 747 jets
rai$ed the possibility Wednesday
that a misunderstood order may
have prompted the KLM crew to
begin its fatal takeoff run.
An American survivor died in a
hospital here Wednesday' and a
California woman died as a result

of her severe b11rns d\lring the last
hours of an Air Force mercy flight
11cross the Atlantic, raising the
death toll in history's worst
aviation (lisaster to 577.
Investigators from the United
States, Holland and Spain studied
evidence of the KLM-Pan
American crash and questioned
witnesses in an effort to determine
the sequence of events th11t led to

• A class-A parody ol 'JAWS'...
Slde·spllltlng absurdity abound,, .•
HUSTtER
"Sex-erazed mermaid Te'll Hall
gives the besl deep lhroat ever."
.
PlAYBOY

the disaster.
,
,
Radio messages in the final
moments before the two 400-ton
jets collided and exploded in flames
were tape-recor<;led at the airport
control tower and by instruments
aboard the two 747s. No information from the aircraft flight
recorders has yet been disclosed,
nor has there been any official
transcript of the conversation
·
monitored by the tower.
But Spanish newspapers printed
a dialogue Wednesday that
reportedly occurred seconds before
anyone realized collision was
imminent.
KLM: KLM ready for takeoff.
Control to KLM: Maintain
holding position.
Control to Pan Am: Have you
left the run way?
PanAm:No.
Control to Pan Am: Continue.
Advise us when the runway is clear.
The KLM plane then began its
takeoff run. The American jet,
which had been taxiing slowly
across the same strip, still lay in its
path.
The Dutch jet accelerated
rapidly, until the Pan American
pilot saw its headlights through the
ground fog that covered Santa Cruz
airport. He shouted a warning over
his radio, but neither pilot was able
to turn aside.

'Bare-bones' Requests OK'd

.\~CJ)~[!.[.!)

Tape Reveals Evidence

AS.UNM Hear~ Requests

~Lf·~~
By United Press International

Mobster Chief Assassinated
CHICAGO-A reputed crime syndicate chief with close ties to
slain mobster Sam Giancana was found shot to death in his burning
car Tuesday ·night. It was the fourth gang-style assassination in
~hicago this month.
Charles Nicoletti, 61, was shot three times in the back of the head
wi.th a small caliber pistol as he sat in his car at the Golden Horns
·Restaurant parking lot in west suburban Northlake. His assassins
then firebombed his car.
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Robert Sklar

Coffee Prices Boosted Again

j

T.V. Comedies
Reflect Change

j

!

Folger Coffee Co., the nation's second largest coffee roaster, Wednesday boosted wholesale prices on ground coffee by 25 cents to a
record $4.43 a pound in a move that should be reflected on supermarket shelves in early June.
Folger, a division of Procter & Gamble Co., in Cincinnati, held the
line on its instant and freeze-dried prices.
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Oswald Confidant Kills Self
PALM BEACH, Fla.-A Russian-born professor who apparently
committed suicide when he learned his testimony was wanted concerning President Kennedy's assassination may once have been a CIA
operative and a confidant of Lee Harvey Oswald, sources said Wednesday.
·
The body of George De Mohrenschildt, 65, was found Tuesday afternoon in a second floor study of a Palm Beach waterfront mansion
by his daughter, Alexandra, 33, who had just returned from a shopping trip. .
His death came-Bhortly after De Mohrenschildt learned that an investigator for the House Assassinations Committee was seeking him
to testify before the committee about his connections with Oswald,
Kennedy's assassin.

WASHINGTON-The House Wednesday extended the life of its
assassinations committee through the rest of the congressional term,
giving it nearly two more years to investigate the murders of John
Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr.
As the crucial vote approached, the panel's future seemed further
clouded by the apparent suicide in Palm Beach, Fla., of a witness considered "crucial" to claims there may be new evidence on the Kennedy assassination.

Original Price
Cross Country Skiis
6995 to 99°0

••••••••••••••••

5250 to 7 425

X·C Racing Skiis

125°0 to 140°0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 81 25 to 91 oo
Rental X·C Skiis & Boots
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Up to 50°/o Off
Snow shoes
. 2995 ·to 5250 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20°0 to 36 50
100o/o Wool Sweaters
32° 0 to 4950 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1920 to 37° 0
Goosedown Parkas
6650 to 85° 0 .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 53° 0 to 68°0
Thermal Underwear
960 to 1795 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 675 to 1250
Alpenlite Packs (discontinued models)
87 50 to 9250 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 6550 to 70°0
Backpacking Tents (Two Only) 2 man
a.
135°0 • • .6. • • • • • • • • • • • • • " • . • • • • • • •
4 man 195°0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Rental Kayaking Equipment
Up to 40°/o Off
·Fishing equipment Fenwick Rods.,
;Garcia & Martin Reels 30°/o Off
Zodiac 4-mari raft
625°0 • • • • • '. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • 470° 0
Sale Starts 9:00 a.m. ·Saturday April 2

Labor Says Funds Misused

WASHINGTON-The Labor' Department Wednesday accused
slain labor leader AI Bramlet and other trustees of a Las Vegas union
pension fund of making illegal loans of more than $30 million to
Dunes Hotel owner Morris Shenker.
The department filed suit against Bramlet's estate, the trustees,
Shenker and four Shenker-controlled companies that allegedly
received the loans.
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UNM Balltoom Dance club meets F'ri., Apr. I from
7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB ballroom. Beginni:ng jn.r
struction is from 7 to 7:30p.m.
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Students wbo are interested in working ln a
political campaign tO elect David Rusk for mayor
should leave their name and phone number in the
ASlJNM mail box in the SUB that is marked for
Michael Benavidez,
Randy Biggers, who spent two years in Afghanistan
and five motuhs touring Asia: and wc£t Africa, will
speak Fri., Apr. t nt 1:30 p.m. in the Honors Center
Lounge. (Humanities 120)
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MDUXTAIXS
Al¢0
2320 Central Ave. SE • 268:4876
10-6 Sat
Hours Monday thru F
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·Sale
Used Records . . . . . . 75c
Cut Outs . . . . . . . . $1.00
i

RIVERS

Goldstreet Circus
9-5

1820 Central SE 243-1988
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Thursday: Alexander Netsky Eisenstein's

Classic
and

friday: Gunga Din

By Robert R. Lee
Asked what effect such situation
Starring Cary Grant, Douglas
The popularity of such television 'comedies as "Laverne and Shirley"
situation comedies as "Happy may have on the class struggle in
Fairbanks, and Joan Fontaine
Days" and "Laverne and Shirley" America, Sklar said, "Frankly I
Directed by George Stevens
may indicate a "significant
change" in the tastes of the viewing
pubiic, a leading television critic
said Thursday at UNM.
Show Times
Robert Sklar, a television· critic
7:00-9:15
HAY A Y SHALOM
for American Film magazine, gave
a lecture entitled "The Fonz,
Recorded Message
$1.00
Laverne and Shirley and the Great
296·8568
Phone
American Class Struggle.''
Sklar said that, at the close of·
World War II, many Americans
were thinking in terms of " a picket
fence, a broad lawn, a crackling fire
and a dream house." Sklar said the
networks "have pandered to those
dreams" up until the 1970's, when
•
recession and inflation caused the
"dream house" to fade from the
grasp of those who didn't already
have it.
"Television programs don't
necessarily have to reflect reality,"
Sklar said, "but to be popular, they
need to express some real feelings
an'd concerns of people-things like
getting and keeping a job, having
money and putting bread on the
table."
Sklar said some network
producers apply the phrase
"hostility humor" to situation
comedies like ''Laverne and
Shirley," in which working peoJ?le
are put in confrontation situations
with intellectuals and upper and
Open Tonight
middle-class types. S11ch characters
Till 9
as "The Fonz," said Sklar, are
"something new, not just another
working class hero. 'The Fonz' and
CLOTHING
RACKETS
Laveme and Shirley are aware of
REG. SALE
Warm-up Suits, reg. $23.00 to $40.0
their class, and of how it functions
................
12.99
to
19.99
Wilson,
Steelllt
in their lives."
T2000 Strung . .. • • .. . .. .. • .. $49.95 $29.99
Tremendous selection of men's snorts,
Sklar gave examples of plots
Wilsol'l Kramet Autograph
Reg. $12.00 to $16.00 .•• $4.99 to $8.99
suung :.. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. • $37.50 $26.99
from "Happy Days" and "Laverne
Men's Shirts, Reg. $11.00 to $14.00'
Bancroft Borg or
and Shirley" which he said em$5.99 to $7.99
Executive trame• .•...••....• $36.95 $19.99
Ladies dresses $25.00 to $40.00 .99 u
phasize the theme of the moral
Chemold Rod
Laver Aluminum, •••.• , •••••• $25.00 $14.9!1
superiority of working-class people
TENNIS
SHOES
over the well-to-do.
'Cosmetic Blems fully guaranteed
"The diminished dreams and the
Mens And ladies Converse Light/Fast
everyday struggles of the viewer
leather,
Reg. $23.95 ........ , ............ 11.99
have created a taste for more hostile
Men's Bata Poly Grip
Head, Yamaha, Davis or
humor," Sklar said. "But," he
f!eg, 19.00 ...................... 10.99
Dunlap-Buy any And Have
added, "the networks are hardly in
It Strung FREE with Van•
business to sharpen class antight Nylon (Reg. $10.00)
tagonisms in American society.
Hostility humor is more diffuse,
more general, in a word, safer.
There is no opportunity to reflect
on specific grievances. Intellectuals
are prime targets, because they're
hard to connect with the cost of
GOLF CLUBS
living and with wages."
SALE
Sklar made a distinction between
Ladies Wilson Mickey Wright
REG.
situation comedy and comedy.
39.95
5 irons, 2 woods ........•.......... 59.95
"Situation comedy has an or69.95
8 irons, 3 woods ...........••....... 99.95
derliness and a moderation to it,".
139.1:15
Spalding Rebel Investment Cast .... 220.00
Sklar said. "It doesn't make you
wince or guffaw; it doesn't reach
the far end of the comic spectrum.
Comedy, on the other hand, is
out to break down boundaries, to
astonish you, to embarrass you, to
give you a fresh vision." Sklar said
Carol Burnett is "the epitome of
television comedy."
GOLF BALLS

SUB

GOLF SPECIALS

1

~
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SAVE 25°/o.to 50o/o ON TENNIS &

(!
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motion to raise ASA's proposal by
$230 to pay for carpeting in the
gallery was narrowly defeated·
-Lobby Committee
210
and
'
'
'
-LOBO $40 000.
In othe; se~ate action two
religion-oriented
piece$ of
legislation were voted down. One
was an appropriation of $50 for
Jesus Can Do Anything the other a
resolution calling on' senate to
support the upcomming Religious
Awarenessweek.

.FINAL DAYS!

!

Persons interested in working with youth nrc
needed (or Campnrc Girls summer camp, Call 2658786.

of the University year and Weekly during the

summer session bt the Board

I

\ i
I
\ I,

This- week's philoso~hy club topic is: ''Pltilosophy
as a Profession." The talk will begin at 3:30p.m. tm
rifch floor of the philosophy depr.libmry, Fri. Apr.

elechon. These groups Will have to
compete for about $29,000 from
the 10 per cent reserve fund. By
ASUNM law, 10 per cent of the
total revenue from the activity fee
must be held off the spring b\ldget
referendum to cover deficits and to
fund ~inor groups not included on
the spnng ballot.
The groups that received final
senate budget proposals prior to
last night's LOBO deadline were:
-Agora, $6,068.20;
-ASA Gallery,· $1,350. A

•

THEATER

"'':I

i

New Mexico

The ASUNM senate wrapped up 1ts
its budget hearings last night with a
final group of budget propoals to
appear on the spring ballot.
Representatives from 14 campus
organizations came before the
senate to speak for their budget
proposals.
. .
Almost all organizations have
had their initial proposals trimmed
by an increasingly thrift-minded
senate down to "bare-bones"
levels, But ~ost groups fared rather
well last mght as the senate approved most of these "bare bones"
proposals intact.
Senate's strategy for bringing
down the total proposed budget
since the PIRG $1. levy was
removed from next year's ASUNM
general fund has been twofold:
First, some proposals have been
cut beyond other prior cuts;
second, some groups whose budgets
were to have appeared on the spring
ballot have been relegated to senate
appropriations after the spring

01

Congress Extends Committee
;
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·Lucky's Pi~~a,-· -·$1.00 off any large
or medium Pizza or
Lasagna purchase

Wilson LD or K28,
Limit 3 doz ...... 8.99 doz.
Spalding Unicore. 6.99 doz.
Spalding xxx'd ••..••. 3.99
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Daily. LOBO

Letters
. Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

In Psychology Dept.

Hum orated Opinion

Book Ruins Life

•

By John Feldman

SAY I~AI WE '\.1
n•••n•••nn•mmn•••••mnn ,., •nnumu '!....... amn••m•n•u n...... , L~tt er s u n••••m•mnumnm••·~ um•n•mnnnmun• ~ uann•••nu•n•n•n•

Lights Scare Ghosts, Goblins, Witches
Editor:
It has come to my attenti?n in
the past few weeks that a part1cular
fear, not uncommon to small
children, plagues this University. It
is fear of the dark. The most im·
portant effect of this phenomenon
is the tremendous abundance of
lighting fixtures in constant
operation in the dorms.
Regardless of the time of day, no
matter how needless the light, if it
is there it is left on. Twenty-four
hours a day, halls, bathrooms,
shower rooms, and other assorted
nooks and crannies are ablaze with
all the electricity our limited resour·
ces can provide. If one of these
lights is turned 6ff, heaven forbid, it
is immediately turned back on by

some ignorant fool who knows the
necessity of maintaining a well-lit
environment hostile to ghosts,
goblins, witches, etc.
·
I would like to say at this point
that I have yet .to encounter any
ghosts or goblins at UNM and the
only resident witch I know of
moved off campus last month. But
why take my word for it? See for
yourself I
'
Get a· b1g stick, go to the end of
the hall and flip the ljght switch. If
some bizarre apparition shows up,
smash its face with the aforementioned stick, turn the lights
back on and go your merry way full
in the knowledge that you were
right in the first place. If only your

hall advisor passes on his way to
the bathroom, throw away the stick
and note that navigation in a mildly
dimmed hallway is no real problem
after all.
After this little experiment, you
might even want- to turn off the
lights in any other place you pass
through when they are not needed.
You'd best make the effort before
there·are no more lights to turn on.
David L. Roberson

It is the day after election day in New Mexico, 1998. The winner of the
gubernatorial contest trounced both the Republican and Democratic candidates, eliciting more popular support from the voters than any New
Mexico governor had in decades. Yet the state had moved to deny the
governorship to the victor because of a haunt from the past.
It was in 1977 that the winner had taken a book out of Zimmerman
Library while attending UNM. The book was some obscure
title-Hedgehogs And You-and the winner made the dreadful mistake
of checking this and other books out of the general library in spite of the
library's clear policy of discouraging students from using books.
Hedgehogs ... was never returned, according to Zimmerman records,
and although the winner never received a notice that the book was overdue, a bill amounting to more than $3600 was collecting interest in a box in
the stacks.
The winner met all the legal, residential, citizenship and electoral criteria
to move into the governor's office. But he was told he would not be sworn
in until the book, which had been missing for over 20 years, was returned
and the fines on it paid.
The election campaign had been cdstly and the debts, even accrued by
the winner, were heavy. The winner, a political independent, could not
find the book, pay the tab for the book, and cover campaign expenditures:
The Republican and Democratic candidates seized the situation and made
such a fuss about the winner's "irresponsibility" that the two major parties
were able to embark on an effort to produce a run-off election-exclusive
of the winning independent.
The winner took hi~ case to Zimmerman and pleaded for mercy. The
man behind th~ desk just stamped his hand and said, "Unless we get
Hedgehog back, your life will be unbearable." The winner was searched
on the way out and was held in a waiting-pen for two hours until he was
cleared to cross the threshold of the library and return to the outside
world.
It did not matter that the library had seven copies of the book and no
one had checked any copy of it out since the winner. His life and career
were over. Zimmerman had the University revoke his graduation certificate, the state revoke his driver's license, resident-status and his bank
was forced to call in all outstanding debts. His house was mortgaged and
all of his holdings were put in escrow.
Life was worthless....:there was no escaping the grasp of Zimmerman
Library-and on the day he was to have been sworn in as governor, he
drove to Espanola. There he drove around the town for a few minutes,
where, as he had expected, he was struck by a Chevy.

The game proceeds. .
I wonder what would happen if
the energy that went into this game
playing were channeled into learning and into facilitating the learning process. What would it be like
if students could go to class with
tl)e sole intention of lealning

tn.

reftea ttte~ws oftha staff.

, I

something, without the constraints
imposed by having to please the
professor, to get a good grade, to
accumulate the magic 128 brownie
points to get out of here?
The University might well be a
smaller place, but it might be more
fun.
·

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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Opinion Policy

Unsigned edltorillla represent. a
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By John Howarth

LOBO Letter,

Editor-In-Chief
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3R's: Rules, Requirements, Regulations

Bible Condemns Homosexuals

Editorial Board ·

\

Adobe Towers

. Faculty members and ad·
ministrators spend a lot of time and
energy devising rules, requiremenI can appreciate the point of view ts, regulations, conditions, and so
Editor:
on, which students have to deal
In response to Monday's LOBO of those who feel that true freedom with in order to study and,
editorial criticizing Ms. Bryant for must include freedom to choose an hopefully,
graduate.
her stand against homosexuality, I immoral lifestyle, but I must take
Students spend a lot of time
must lift my voice with Ms. Bryant, my stand with the Bible. The Bible making sure that they satisfy these
and I believe for the same reasons. has stood the test of time. requirements, and they also spend
The
Bible
condemns Civilizations have risen and fallen, a lot of time and energy evading
philosophies have come and gone. the intent of the regulations while
homosexuality as sin.
•
The
Bible remains.
In the New Testament, grace and
satisfying the letter of the law. It
Homosexuality
was rampant in becomes a game: as soon as
forgiveness are freely available to
all
who
turn
from
sin. the Roman Empire in the early students figure a way to "get away
Homosexuals are no exception. It is years of the Christian Era, but the with something," new regulations
true that Christ did not come to Roman Empire is no more. "Or do are invented to block that loophole;
condemn sinners, but neither did you not know that the unrighteous then new ingenious ways are inHe come to condone sin. His at- shall not inherit the Kingdom of vented to circumvent the new
titude is expressed in the words, God? Be not deceived, for neither rules, and so on.
"Neither do I condemn you-go fornicators- nor idolators, nor
Students faced with the
adulterers, nor homosexuals ...shall necessity of rna king their tran·
and sin no more."
'UIIIIIIIIlll.llli.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIHIIIII inherit the Kingdom of God. And scripts look good (even at the exsuch were some of you, but you pense of foregoing some learning
were washed, but you were sanc- opportunities), so that they can get
tified, but you were justified in the into medical school, or whatever,
name of the Lord Jesus Christ, and
make use of the 12-week drop
in the Spirit of our God." (I Corin- period in ways which annoy some
·DIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIII IIJIIIIJIUDJIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIIQJI thians 6:9-11 ).
members
and
ad·
Paul is writing here to the Church faculty
ministrators.
So
we
have
proposals
Letters to the editor .••
at Corinth, a city renowned for its
Letters to the editor should sexual freedom. Sexual sin, like any to cut the 12 week period back to
two weeks (we can be like Harvard
be no longer than 250 words, sin, can be forgiven. But first it in our regulations, if not in in·
typewritten
and
double must be -admitted. Homosexuals tellectual achievement), or. six
(and sympathizers} deny that any
spaced.
weeKs or some more complicated
sin
is involved. I cannot concur with system.
·
Sender's name, address and
legislation which would suppoi't
None of these suggestions is of
phone number must be in· this assumption. Sin cannot be
eluded with the letter or it buried, but it can be washed away. much value in solving the one part
will not. be considered for To deny sin is to deny Christ and of the problem that is real-that
publication. Names will be His crucifixion, for if there were no caused by students who, without·
much serious intent, take a place in
withheld only by agreement- sin, Christ neei:l not hilVe come.
"He who knew no sin was made to a class which fills, and then drop afwith the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group, be sin for us, that we might be ter it is too late for a student who
please include a .name, ph,!)ne made righteous in Him." (II Carin· would profit from the course to
enroll. But these proposed changes
number and address .of. a . !hians 5:21 ).
A sinner, ·waurcr·miil<e life more difficult and
group member.
Rodger Parks more painful for some students.
Managing Editor
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Society Vs. Concrete
Featured in Course·
By BUI Robertson
The psychological effects of
man-made environments on human
behavior is the subject for a new
class to be offered this summer at
UNM' s psy~hology department.
Environmental Psychology 415,
taught by Asst. Prof. Tyler Blake,
will attempt to summarize man's
existing knowledge 'of the
measurable effects of artificial
environments on society,
A similar course was offered in
the fall of 1976, but it was part of a
"special topics" group. "Last
semester was really just a try-out,"
said Blake. "The course now has
been approved and enjoys official
stature."
Blake said the course wil\ begin
by making the students aware of the
"subtle ways"in which the environment affects us daily. "Most
of us don't realize how much our
surroundings alter our behavior."
After giving students this basic
background, Balke will then give
examples of different types of
design failures. He cited Woodward
Hall on campus as an example.
"Woodward Hall is an inap-

SUB Lounge
'Super,' Says
Older
Group
By Tom Kensler

propriate setting for learning. It's
difficult to see and hear, and the
interior is noisy. Actually, there's
very little right with the place. You
can be sitting in the back row and
might as well be in the next state."
As a field project, the students in
the class will select a man-made
environment,
existing
or
hypothetical, and make an
evalu!ltion of its effects on the
group using it. The students will
also choose an article of current
research in the field of environmental psychology' and
critique it.
Blake said the course will have an
inter-disciplinary focus. "We will
take into account the work in
related fields of architecture,
anthropology, urban design,
sociology, and others."
A group of architecture ~tudents
are currently working on a student
survey of the campus environment
and its effects on the University
community. Of the survey Blake
said, "We need a way of looking
systematically at the campus environment. The question is whether
or not the campus works for the
people that use it."

It has been more than a week
since the SUB administration
designated a main-floor lounge as a
gathering place for the Association
of Returning Students (ARS) and
"· Madeline Betts, organizer of the
association, said the group is
pleased with the room and its
utilization.
"We think the lounge is super,
and appreciate the work that the
Union Board and Ten Martinez has
put into this," she said of the room
that had been the site of the ASA
Gallery until the_ exhibition was
moved to the ground floor.
The lounge, named Hearth
Lounge by the Returning Students
because of its fireplace, has soft
chairs, coffee tables and a bulletin
board. Betts said that plans are
underway to decorate the roofn
with painting from the art ·
department.
Designation of a meeting place
for the University's "older"
students had been the first priority
of the ARS since the organization's
inception early in the semester.
"We needed a place where the
returning students could discuss
problems that a kid in a dorm
wouldn't have, Betts said.
"The Lounge provides support
groups for those who will have
special problems like babysitting
needs, and house maintenance.
When you have people to talk to,
thai have common problems, it's a
lot easier to cope," she said.
The ARS first requested a
separate meetingplace at the March
10 Union Board Meeting, and at
that time the Board unanimously
passed a motion supporting the
organization, and directed SUB
Director Ted Martinez to authorize
·space for the group within the SUB.
Union Board Chairman Tom
Plunkett said the authorization may
have far-reaching effects. ''This has
set a precedent because at no other
time has there been set aside space
for an organization. The only catch
is that it is not exclusively theirs,
and they can't keep other students
out," he said.
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Pipes Clog Traffic
The segment of Yale Blvd. near Central Ave. will be closed
today and tomorrow in order to repair water pipes, says an
Albuquerque City Planning spokesman.
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Record Your Own!
CD-1920 Cassette Deck·
ANRS Noise Reduction System
Front Loading "Vertical Open-View"
Full Auto Stop With Photocell
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Best Service
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Are your Records Valuable?

Where ever you go!

The Best of
Stereo Sound
JVC's 9475 is packed
with features that
make It a best buy.
Its biggest feature is
stereo sound,· for
recording
and
playback. It even
records stereo FM
directly • from the
built in tuner. TWo
big 5" dual·cone
speakers. Two · left
and right • built-in
condenser micropho·
nes. Two easy-to-see
meters. An up-to-the
minute
cassette
machlsm with full
auto·stop
and
cue/review facilities.
PI us a great sounding 4 band radio.

Keep them so
with the JL-A 15
Semi-automatic ~~==""""'==~""""'~:JJJ~
turntable
Belt Drive
Great Tonearm
Shure M91 ED Cart
Cueing

JVC

JVC

S149~~mplete
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Recorded Live/Michael Wen- ~esponsible for the L.A./N,Y.
change mentioned above. Side two
• drojJIBuddahlBDS 5687
is superior as a result, the acoustic
~
Review by Tpm Parr!ltt
gp Michael Wendroff has a folk- piano having a concrete feel apllc rock voice and is appropriately propriate to the lyrics.
The feel of the songs generally,
backed, with nn L.A. sound on side
one
by Leonard Cohen with the·rest
one and solid New York on side
by
Wendroff,
is that life and love
two. His rhythm guitar is supported
by guitarist Bob Kulick, bassist Jim are imposed on us randomly from
Gregory,
drummer
Gregg the outside. A series of episodes
Diamond, · and two l(eyboard patched together with fear,
players, Michael Montgomery on loneliness, alienation and despair.
Eventually even the incidents we
side one and Paul Harris, who has
build
our isolation around become
backed Dylan, Farina, et al. for the
and forced. In "Here We
empty
last two decades, on side two. The
Are
·Again,"
"here we are, in love
switch from Montgomery's organ,
electric piano and synthesizer to at last," "feel so good, feel so
strong," but the "Again" in the
Harris' acoustic piano is •
title and the belllgerence of the
F:, t·~Tll'"'' .,j· ··cor iliad l.cmi•s · music tell a different story.
Fusl servic<·. qualit1· and
"In America" Wendroff is
;tyl<· at rl'l.\Mlllahle cost
"heading for the music wars
again." If you have never had to
Casey Optical
(.Vex/ door /o Ccm·u llexalt'Drr;!<l . compete with your friends for a job
that often costs you more than it
.lpl1l'"·"t W,t,hin).!too 2!1!1-(.;J~H

pays but is crucial to your career,
you have never known "the music
wars." This song not only tells that
story, but the chorus speaks to the
universal alienation of the album as
a whole.
Despite the general feeling of
hurt and anger, most of the songs
are well written and distinctive, and
if you want to hear something other
than the naive swill that dominates
the radio but you don't want to giv.e
up rock, this may be the album for
you.
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Two, Good Old Boys

Ohio PIQyets

Joe Ely/MCA-2:N2.
Jerry Jaye/Honky Tonk Women Love Redneck Men/London. SHL·
32102.
By Russ Parsons
• It's always nice to see promising young artists come along and these two
a! bums herald the arrival of a pair of very promising country western performers.
Joe Ely is a Lubbock musician who plays· pleasant modern-sounding
country. The best songs on the album are .written by someone else because,
even though he does have a good voice, his songwriting·leaves something
to be desired-originality.
Butch Hancock . comes through strong though and three of his
·songs-"She Never Spoke Spanish To Me," "Tennessee's Not the State
I'm In" and "If You Were a.Biuebird"-are probably the cream of the
crop.
Overall, the best feature of the album is Ely's band. It cooks steadily
behind him-not distracting the listener, when it's required to, but still
breaks for some outlandish leads when the time is right. The steel player is
exceptional, however he is uncredited.
The worst thing about Jerry Jaye's new album is the title. Really, folks,
it's not like that at all. Jaye is a talented songwriter as well as possessing a
strong deep voice. Two of his songs-' 'Morning Comes to Memphis" and
''What's Left Will Never Be Right''-are the best cuts on the album.
The music is pretty much stand<!rd C&W fare, but it is all well performed and runs the full gamut from slow waltzes to rocking honkytonkers to "heart-rending" ballads.

It would be very difficult for any
group to match the record the Ohio
Players have amassed since joining
Mercury Records in 1974, The first
three albums have each sold well
over a million units, and one single
from each of the LP' s has each sold
over a million copies.
So what
the Ohio Players do
for an encore? Easy! The new
album, Contradiction will be the
fourth platinum itllmm for the
group from Dayton. The album
contains the musical mix that has
become
the
group's
trademark-diversity.
Part of this diversity comes from
the multitude of musical instruments played by the group. The
Ohio Players are: Clarence (Satch)
Satchell, tenor and baritone
saxophones, flute; Marshall Jones,
bass guitar; Ralph (Pee Wee)
Middlebrooks, trumpet; Billy Beck,
acoustic and electric pianos, organ,
clavinet, synthesizers; Marvin
(Merv)
P ierce,
trumpet,
flugelhorn; Leroy (Sugar) Bonner,
lead guitar; and· Jimmy (Diamond)
Williams, drums, percussion.

can

Ohio Plo.ye1s

New From the· Old

Sleep walker/The
Kinks/Arista!AL4106
Something Magic/Procol
Harum/Chrysalis/CHR I 130
By Richard Hughes
In this day of Disco, Muzak,
miUIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIII~ ·Punk-Rock, and Rock substitutes,
nice to find something that is
§
~ it's
not rehashed or set in gimmickry.
Two old groups, The Kinks and
UNM Students: The Deadline to Apply for
Harum, nave new albums
!_=
Admission for Summer and Fall1977 is
§ Procol
out, and although the albums are
not their best, they are vastly
Friday, April' 1, 1977 · .
5
superior to the rest of the $6.98
5
plastic that finds its way into record
Appllcations are available in the College
racks.
The Kinks' Sleepwalker has been
§
of Fine Arts Advisement Center
~
billed as the most important album
Ray Davies has made in his 13-year
Pi1le Arts Center Room 1103
career,
This is true financially, but
;n,JUIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUII,illiiUIIIIIIIIIUUIIUIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIfiiUIIU111111111UIIIIIIIIIIU1111111111111111111l_llllll;:
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Tingley Concert frldC\y~

Ge"t The Weeli.end Going At
ASUl\IM/PEC's

IIIWIY 1!11111

false musically. ~ecause of the big
promotion, thG cosmeti~s. and (oh
yes) the music, Sleepwalker should
sell well enough to establish the
Kinks as a top group again.
This may cause a resurgence in
the sales of older Kinks' albums,
some of which are certainly equal
musically. The differen9e is that
Sleepwalker will get the exposure
they didn't.
Sleepwalker has a solid first side,
including i•Life on the Road,"
''Mr. Big,'' and the title track. Side
two is weaker, but never enougn to.
reject it. It has the usual Kink
flavoring, and is the most exciting
release so far this year.
Something Magic is Procol
Harum's tenth album, and
represents another slight-change in
directiolf. The writing team of Gary
Brooker and Keith Reid, and
Drummer B.J. Wilson are the only
original members left, with the
other two to four positions liaving
been filled by a variety of people
(including Robin Trower and
Matthew Fischer), that· have had
varying effects on the group.
Side one of Something Magic is
classic Procol Harum, not
significantly changed from their
past few albums. As usual, they try
a few new things and incorpoate
some past new things in most of the
songs. Side two is a larger-scale
experiment, based, unfortunately,
on one of Reid's more mediocre
poems. The side is a far cry from
"In Held T'was I," but manages to
pick things up enough to rnake it
listenable,

XIT.

El Chlco.no

"The availability of good film
parts for women has definitely
increased in the last few years,"
says actress Shelley Duvall, and she
considers the title role in F. Scott
Fitigefald's · "Bernice· Bobs· Her
Hair" as one of the best.
The Fitzgerald story will be the
first presentation in The American
Short Story, a series of nine short
stories on film to be presented by
the Public Broadcasting Service at 8
P.M. on six consecutive Tuesdays
starting April 5. In Albuquerque,
on KNME-TV, (channel 5). The
series was produced independently
by Learning in Focus, Inc. with
funding from the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
Robert Geller is executive
producer.
"Bernice is a wonderful part for
an actress, especially in these times,
because she goes through a basic
character change in the course of
the film," Duvall says. "She is
transformed from an awkward,
mousy young girl who can hardly
open her mouth, to an attractive;
self-assured person. By the end of
the story, you know that she's
really gotten it together, and she'll
·
never be the same again."
Director Joan Micklin Silver,
who also wrote the teleplay for
"Bernice,'' agrees that the Fitzgerald character will evoke
sympathy from many women.
(Silver's earlier films include Hester
Street.)

today's album selection, three or
four good songs makes an album
worth getting.
The nucleus of each group (the
two Davies and the Brooker-Reid
team) have succeeded in perpetuating their uniquely distinctive
styles in music for more than 10
years now without degenerating
into the realms of Top 40, AM or
FM. Sleepwalker should boost the
Kinks' bandwagon as the Live
album boosted Procol Harum's a
few years back. Let's hope nothing
untracks either group, and they
produce good albums to start
· spring every year.

Jones-''Roots"
List NOW
Bootsy Colllns-"The
Name Is Bootsy .Baby" 6.98 3.49
6.98 3.49
Bread-"Lost without
6.98 3.49
your Love" ·
Sea Levei-"Sea Level" 6.98 .3. 49
6.98. 3.49
Heartsfleld"Collectors Item"
Sto.rts Thur. 3/31
thtu Wed. 4/6

"Bernice and her cousin, like
many of th~ female characters in
Fitzgerald's work, feel that to be
1,1npopular with men is as good as
being dead. At the end of the story,
Bernice finally asserts herself for
the first time."
Duvall says she enjoyed doing a·
film with authentic period dialogue
and costumes. A Fitzgerald scholar
who was one of the project's
literary consultants estimates the
tirne of the story to be around
1919-just preceding the American
"flapper" era.
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XIT, pronounced exit, and
meaning, Crossing of Indian
Tribes, planted their roots many
seeds ago. As is the case with every
new struggling act today, they were
originally just another one of the
many rock n' roll bands, playing
whenever, and wherever they could
find work. However, the desire to
speak out to a wider audience on
the subject of Native American
treatment was very strong within
the hearts of group founders Tom
Bee and Mac Suazo. Thus came
their first album, 'Flight of the
A proud name for a proud Redman, followed by the ingroup.
ternationally acclaimed, Silent
Warrior.
An idea that was born

Check out
Record Bar's
Jazz library

'Bernice'
Televised

n~y

Refreshments
and sandwiches ser"lfed at the
Deli-Bar
Admission Priees
Students (Plus 9ne Guest)
with an ID 5'0" Publie S:l 50

~

El Chicano

Sleepwalker beats out Something
Magic on all fronts, including .a
cover worth about 100,000 units in
sales. However, Something Magic
is NOT a weak album; although it
drags its feet in some places it is
very good in more places, and given

lip Side's
Weekly SpeciQI

tiD 7:30 p.JU. to 1.2:30 a.m.

streets of the E!lst Los An~eles
"barrio."
A music that acknowledges the
spirit and vitality of its heritage.
A band that has given new
dimension to its birthright.
The creators of the brown sound.
El Chicano is not a new group. It
has had to go through the inevitable
changes, the hard times and tours
that go into the making of any band
of true musicians. ~ut El Chicano's
music has been consistent, unique
and exuberant.
The men who make up El
Chicano are as individual as their
experience is common.

10~9

Sot 10-6
Sunl2-5

'
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She adds that she felt a special
sympathy for Bernice. Like the
Fitzgerald character at the start of
the story, she recalls havin~ been
shy and withdrawn as a teenager •

On Sale March 31-April 7
Weather Report
Heavy Weather

JOHN KLEMMER

including~

Barefoot Ballet

Birdland/TeenTown/Palladium
The Juggler/Havana

MILES DAVIS
WATER BABIES
mcluding:

Capncorn/SweetPeafTwo Faced

Oual Mr. Tillman Anthony I Water Babies

Here's a lesson you don't have to go to class to learn.
•
In any kev,··major or minor, the Record Bar has the music to fiJI your mus1C:al

library.
·whatever your major; qour best selection of music awaits you at the Record
Bar••• music for all classes.
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Gym Rats Play Own Brand .of Basketball
By Lynne Moyer
Shiny wooden floors reflect
images of glistening, scantilyclothed bodies uniformly dressed in
gym shorts, addidas and white
athletic socks with colored bands
around the calves; half wearing
shirts and the other half bar~!"
chested, signifying teams of
"shirts" and "skins."
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"At night they tum off the lights
and sometimes we are still scurrying
around,'' said Bill Buck, explaining
the enthusiasm he and his fellow
gym rats have forb-ball.

Pho1o by Dan Herrera

the head," Buck said.
Still, broken noses and sprained
ankles are normal occurrences, but
few dedicated gym rats are
deterred; instead they proudly
display taped noses and acebandaged ankles like war medals.

gym rat to deflate so he can break
into the game. Most b-ballers are
selective when choosing teammates
and tend to be grouped according
to levels of competence.

Women species of gym rats
prefer to play their own games, safd
If a gym rat is unable to keep up Ricardo Zuniga, another gym rat,
the pace, there is always an aspiring because the men's games are so
b-baller on the sideline waiting for a rough.

'

'

after day are mainly for exercise
and competition, said Zuniga.
"Playing just makes me feel
better· and gets rid of my
frustrations," said Buck, strutting
off to join in the game again,
replacing another tired gym rat who
sprawled, perspiring and winded on
the sideline.

UNM Tracksters
.Shoot For Records
At Texas Relays

B- ball can be a grueling sport
when played as seriously as these
gym rat games.

. '.'If you get too rough, someone
hkely to smack you in the· side of

I

"They've got the right attitude,
and they want to play; the men just
use too many elbows,'' said
Zuniga, swinging his elbows to
show how gym rats make other
players keep their distance.
Gym rats seem to thrive on this
highly competitive, grueling sport,
and their reasons for returning day

Gym rats are dedicated amateur
~
0.. basketball players composed of
UNM students, faculty and exstudents who gather every afternoon in Johnson Gym for a few
hours of serious competition.

IS

· Daily lobo ·

r
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Competition is often fierce, since
gym rats referee themselves. Few
fouls are called, although they have
an unwritten code for treatment of
unnecessary roughness.

.

··Sports •

Gym rats are th.eir names, artd
basketball or b·ball as they call it, is
their game.

Grunts, obscenities and perspiring bodies fill the gym as the bballers play, stretching, leaping and
passing the basketball the length of
the court.

·'

By Peter Madrid
The first leg of the outdoor track triple crown, the Texas Relays, begins
today at Austin, Texas, and members of the UNM track team will be
competing.
The Texas Relays kick-off the major collegiate outdoor track season,
followed by the Kansas Relays and then the finale of the triple crown, the
Drake Relays, climaxes the season.
Senior Lobo great Lionel Ortega will compete in the 10,000 meter run
today.
Ortega said, "It's going to be a tough race because Luis Hernandez of
Brigham Young will also be in there. He beat me by one second at the
Western Athletic Conference indoor meet.''

Saturday the four Lobos in the medley will be shooting at acollegiate
record in the two-mile relay. Dramiga will be the lead-off man followed by
Ongwae, Solomon, and Kipkurgat will be anchoring the final880.
"I don't know what the competition will be in that race," Dramigasaid.
"I figure we're the best and we want to break some kind of record," he
said.
Silverberg said, "If the weather is great, we'll be going for the collegiate
record of7:16.lt'sa tremendous achievement to win the same relay in each
le_g of the triple crown. We can do it in the two mile.''
In the four-mile relay for the Lobos, it will be Ortega, Butler, Mark
Romero, and Jay Quade.

~
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"If everyone performs up to their potential," Butler said, "We should
be in the top two or three of the four-mile."
Field events will be taking place but Silverberg is only going to take his
runners. Also competing for the Lobos will be Harrison Korosco in the
steeple-chase.
The Lobos will host ihe Lobo Invitational next weekend, followed by a
triangular home meet with Texas Tech and Colorado the following
weekend. The Kansas Relays will be held April 22-23, and the 'Drake
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Come see Frido.y's movie .for $1,
o.nd you con see So.turdo.y's movie
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By John Griego
The UNM men's gymnastics
team; which finished second in the
Western Athletic Conference this
past season, will be represented by
six of its members this weekend in
the NCAA individual tournament.
The tournament will get under
way today at one p.m. in Tempe,
Arizona.
Leading the Lobos will be Steve
Ortiz who took fourindividual titles
in the WAC finals. Ortiz will
compete in the floor exercise,
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Junior John Bernal will compete t;m the rings at
championships.

Steve Ortiz is a threat to win the high bar competition at
the NCAA Championships.

on the injured list for most of the
season, will join Ortiz in the floor
exercise competition while junior
John Bernal will be competing in
the rings. Rounding out the Lobo·

pionships, Walter was the only
Lobo to finish in the top ten in the
individual competition as be
finished eighth in the pommel
horse.

brigade will be team capitan Doug
Day who will also have Ortiz'·
company as they both compete in
the horizontal bars.
In last year's NCAA cham-

Lobo Coach Rusty Mitchell said
that he feels that all six gymnasts
can perform well in the individual
finals which he referred to "as the
fun part" of gYmnastics.

Altitude and Coach Drew Runner Kipkurgat
By Peter Madrid
The goal of any athlete is to be a
member of a national powerhouse
· in whatever sport he is in. To UNM
track team member Sammy
Kipkurgat, the coach makes all the
difference in the world as to how ·
the team does.
Kipkurgat, a freshman majoring
in physical education, left his
hometown of Kericio, Kenya, to
run for the Lobos. Kipkurgat's
main reasons for deciding to come
to UNM were the New Mexico
altitude and more important, the
excellent guidance of UNM Track
Coach Bill Silverberg.
"Coach Silverberg is well known
in my country," Kipkurgat said.
"The runners from Kenya that
want to come to the United States
want to come to UNM because of
coach Silverberg."
. Of the athletes Silverberg has put
out, Kenyan great Mike Boit stands
out as one of the best. Bolt, who
ran for Eastern New Mexico when
Silverberg was· coach there, is the
second fastest human in the world
in the 800-metet run.
Kipkurgat said, "Personally, I
think coach. Silverberg is an excellent coach. When I have to talk
to him, he listens. I'm using the

year. Also, there are more runners
coming · to make the team
stronger. "
When he's not running in the
mile relay, Kipkurgat is running the
800 and 1500-rneter run. His
personal bests in each respective
race are 1:45.8 and3:40.7.
Kipkurgat said, "In the long
' distances I'm not very good. I guess
I'm just fair. But here in New
Mexico, the altitude is good to run
. in.'' ~ ··

Kipkurgat sees UNM as the team
of the future to dethrone Western
Athletic Conference powerhouse
Texas-EI Paso.
"I know as we go along,"
Kipkurgat said, "We're going to
beat UTEP. They have a lot of
runners graduating."
Kipkurgat said, "I th1nk, ifthose
other Kenyans come .here, we'll be
the best in the U.S. We'll be an
NCAA contender for a national
title.''

An excellent coach, and runners
with the attitude to win point to a
bright future for the UNM track
team and coach Silverberg.

Sammy Kipkurgat
800-meter pwgram he had Boit

on.''
Kipkurgat is a member of the
Lobo mile-relay team made up of
Mike. Solomon, Jeremiah Ongwae,
Charles Dramiga, and himself.
"We might break an American
record,"
Kipkurgat
said,
"although Mike is graduating this
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.6 Gymnasts Compete at NCAA

vaulting, horizontal
parallel bars.
Other Lobos competing in the
national finals will be John Eberle,
a senior from South Holland, Ill.,
who will be corn peting in his
specialty, the pommel horse and
Chuck Walter, a senior psychology
major, who will also be competing
in the pommel horse. Sophomore
standout, Perry Genovese, who was

Friday morning the sprint-medley relay team of Charles Dramiga,
Jeremiah Ongwae, Mike Solomon, and Sammy Kipkurgat will compete.
"With Sammy running anchor in the sprint-medley," Dramiga said,
"We should be tough. I'll be running One ofthe 220's in the race."
Also taking place Friday will be the 5000-meter run in which Ortega and
Peter Butler will run. ,.
·"''•
Ortega said, "Texas-El Paso will have some good runners in the 5000
but Peter should be tough."
Butler has the fourth fastest time in the .5000-meter run of the competitors this weekend. A few seconds separate his time from the first three
runners.
UNM Coach Bill Silverberg said, "Lionel will be a strong contender for
us in the 5000 and 10,000-meter runs and Peter should do real well in the
5000."

.
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Rudi Fox 1 director

And The

PHIL LENK TRIO
Phil Lcnk
Piano

Bud Warner
Bass
With Special Guest

RudiFox
Drums

BOB BROWN, Gnitar

Tuesday, AprilS 8:15p.m.
Popejoy BaD
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Tickets 82 50 and ill 5°
Student Discount 50"
Tickets A vaiiable At AU
Ticketmaster Locations:
L:t' Good buy (Both Locations)
SUB. Box Office
Dillards
Getteral Store (Both Locatiorts)
Poj;lejoy Hall Box Office
People's Choice j.n llio Rancho
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UNM ·student
Wins Honor
From Britain

A UNM student has been awarded a Marshall scholarship,
the highest award an American can win to any British
universitY.
· h e f'1rst N ew M. ex1co
·
Lorrame Attreed, 22, of Albuquerque 1st
student to win the prestigious United Kingdom award. She will
study aspects of medieval history at the University of York in
York, England.
A 1976 graduate of UNM, Attreed has done extensive extracurricular reading and research on the history of northern
England in the 15th century. The Marshall scholarship will
allow her to pursue her study in the city where Yorkist
"monarchs held sway.
In the first year of her two-year nm1<>ram

handwriting in preparation for research and study that will earn
her a master's degree in medieval history.
"It is a great honor for UNM and the. st.~te that a N~w
Mexican has been awarded the scholarship, Attreed sa1d.
"And I am happy that I could bring the honor to New Mexico."
Marshall scholarships have been awarded annually by the
British government since 1954 as an expression of gratitude to
the V nited States for its Marshall Aid program to Britain . .The
scholarship program is open to American graduate students for
two years' study at any British university.
Attreed was one of only 30 students nationwide to receive the
award out of a field of over 1100 who applied for the

Classlfieds

fiU.P WA?-o~ PART TIME, Th•n<!ays or
Fri:b:n..-d!)ir--.&. an.. Ca~ MU:.c~ .C"'''J:L U..~W9. ..CfS
PAlOSL~!~fER TRAl~l~G,t::~tk!.:!~ryooTd:;,ci¢:.

Put·~ j.::.b ""~ •i:J e"ia~Ze ~ ro am c-nn.
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REPOSSESSED SO:O.'Y. Bi$ str=. T"'"""" <*I"
1'V. Take O\'"tt p:l)"liMDt$" of S.1J.OO ~t:thly ~til
b3lnnce ts paid off, 25S..7534.

CONTACTS1l CASEY OPTICAL Compo11y, llS·
8736.

tfn

PASSPORT~

lMMlGRATION, 1.0. phatos,

Lo'l'c~t·

prices in to"'-n. Fast,ll].easlns. C-all 265·2.444 or tome
to I'117 Girard Blrd. NE. tfn
A UMITED numbei Qf Qack. rsso~ of the LOBO nre
a\"ailablc- for 10 cen1s a copy In room 131, MruTQo.
Hall. TFN
NONSMOKERS CLUB! 897-ll!ll, 416
PARTI'"l Our sound. syste-m book(d. so fMt In
December we're doin;. it agal.nt Frais, Sors, special
rate. We supplye1,-erything. Cnlll66-02JS, 4/4
ENGINEERING JUNIORS INTERESTED in $51)) a.
mouth during their ~nior )'C3.r ~;all Gen¢ Hendo:r$on

at 766--2335 Qr '1\'titc Na.V)' Nuclear Powu Programs
Officer, P.O. Bo~ 8567, Albuq_uerque. New Mexiro
87108. 4/21
WILL BUY PAPERBACK BOOKS, WU! pick up 2S
books or mote. Ca112S5-917S at'ler6 p.m. 4/1
TEACHER SACK to UNM for recertHieatlon. Will
watch nice home thi! summer. Call Belinda, 81)4..
7236; office, 854-74-60. 4/6
IF YOU don't like New York~rs, pleas<:: call Lori at
294-4085. Beprepated.tocxplninwhy. 3/ll
MOTHERS! INFANT DEVELOPMENT spedallst
wants to ob$erve your 6-10 months or-14-21 months
old infant ror ~ hour. In return you can receive rrec
consullation on parenting. Contact Anita Frank;
mornings, 277-4135: e,·cnings, 296-6950, 4/1
Be fooled at l-."ED's April Foolts Day Pany on
Friday. Special drink t:Jrice-mus.ic-games·. 4/1
THE NEWEST SPRING STYLES at Wild Rose,
29IO Central S.E. 20~ off all clothing witb a student
I.D .. TodaythroughApril4th. 4/4
CHAPARRAL TRYOUTS; First meeting: April 4,
4:00, Johnron Grm. 4/4
HAPPY BlRTHDAY LYD. From Sue-Sue and
Bo. 3/lt
BIBLE SCHOOL CLASS for college/career eges
meets at Ridgecrest Christian Church, 5300 Eastern
S.E., Sunday1, 9:30a.m. Cal! 265-1137, erenings, for
information or trarupOrtation. 4/l

Lost & Found
FOUND: MAN'S RING in Journalism men's room.

Describe& claim rm. 216, Journalism. 3/31

Services
LSAT-MCAT

EXAMS.

Prepare now.

Call

Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842-!1200. tfn
BARRY'S ELECTR\>NlC 1\)ll'AII\,.2(!6 San Pedro

...

S.E.. 26S-Oll5. Color TV'.s, tape d~ks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios.. Install burglar alanns. lOI/•
discounl for studcnt.s with .ID~,. Quick service. U~
TV's for sale. 4n9
TYPING,lSTQUALITY.883-7787. 4/6
TYPlNG: M.A. ENGUSH. Selectric. on-camptLS.

2!>6-8564. 3f31
TYPING. EDmNG.CaD}(im;266-9037. -4/8
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? CaU Lynn, 26607«J. 4/l
PROFESSIONAL ITPIS'r~ IBM Selectric.
Guaranreed accur.;cy, rt.a.scn.abJe rates. Z98·
~~ ~I
.

SUPPORT AL1ERNATIVE BUSINESSES, g•cat
food. BakecyCafe, ll& Yale S.E. 414
EDITING AND AOVlCE. Grad student1 former
journalist, 'WiU aid both academic & ctc:ative writing.
English language tutoring abo. Dial tile Voice of
&perio:nce. 266-.3679. a·enings. -4/1
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and PhotogJ"aphy
Gallery is Yi block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Specialorderservice. 1/31
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SEltVJCE. Free pickup &
delivery. Free estimates, 883-9360; B81.{iS2S,
e~·es. 4/22

For $Qie
NEW SHIPMENT of 1.50 Bertin bicycles-plu,,
many French acceswries. Some used bicydes. R.C.
llalieu•s. 843~9378. tfn
FINEST SELECJlON of handmade wedding sets,
Cha.rHe Romero, 294.$ Wyoming: NE .. 29.1·
690!. 4129
COMPLETE CHEMISTRY LAB,294·8j8), 411
FURNITURE; rofa, rocking chair, end ta'ble-, cotret
table, erHertainmen! t:t:nkf; Very rc.wmablt~ 2~(...
1911. 4/1
BICYCLE: Bertin amateUr rna::r, S4 ern, frame,

excellent conditiotJ~ SJSO.OO, 247·9663. Air
!961 SIMCA: good body & cn~lnc, goPd ftil! mlfcllu:e
incity.$6C0,001 ca~b ooty.UiS.f.i261. 414
WA1ERBEDS: WATER TR!I'il, 14<n Cenlrol N,!J,
Catering: to student ntf"..dfi ~lncc 1?11, Jr!c:KI')(!il~lvt
furniture. StudenUpedah ~mpldewn:tcrbed l)'lllcm,
S79,9S. 4!19
FlSHER STEREO! S.$hl'il,ll, O~rtard t:hllnl(cr,
Sl20.00, J44.l364. 3/JI
REALISTIC STEREO: JO·WaU, chMJger, AJ')~Ilkcn•,

When the two most important weeks of
'the school year have finally arrived but you have to
· spend the1n catching up on the previous ten
••••• it's no time to get filled up•.

S!JO.oo. l>'om1>l< g.tf><k, >P'•km, $!0.00. 144•
5)64, 3/31
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The So.ho.'l Fo.ith Teo.ches:
"One hour's reflection Is preferable
to seventy yeQrS of pious worship."
For lnformo.tlon Wtlte: Orthodox So.ho.'l Fo.lth
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Albuquerque, N.ew mexlco 87106
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Subscribe Now!
You can put the campus
in a mailbox. for just ~10
per year. That includes
daily mailing of all issues
of the Daily Lobo and
weekly mailings of the
Summer Lobo.
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Lite Beer from Miller.

Everything you always wanted
.in a beer. 'And less.
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Come to Marron Hall
Room 131 or mail $10to:
Daily lobo
UNM Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
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10 AM to 6PM Thursday Only ! ! !
We accept:
Cash, Check,
Master Charge
Bank Americard

Ask about
our10
month, no
interest
layaway

We are overstocked and must move out
merchandise before our April 1st inventory!
Everything has been reduced below our normal
low prices. for our one day clearance •.....

BIC

PIONEER

Specials

ECI

WATTS
Record
Maintanence
Kit
Preener
Dust Bug
Stylus Kit

1253W
CS-99-A·

Formula II
3 way speakers
super efficient
venturi port

3 way
12" woofer
5" midrange
3" tweeter

sgggs

EA.

sgggs

4 way speaker

horn tweeter·
15" woofer

S18750

EA.

PIONEER
arantz·
'

22508
AM/FM Stereo
Separate bass,
treble &
midrange controls
FM dolby
Gyro-touch tuning

S378
2260 BX
Turntable
complete with
base, dustcover
ADC cartridge
Fully Automatic or
manual
J

•

S54

High Power!

S499

EA.

6060 Stereo

model 331
AM/FM Stereo
Receiver
Loudness
cpntour
Mono/Stereo
Phono/Tape
moniters
High fidelity
Latest in
electronics

BIC

PL-71

940 "B"

Direct ud rive
with walnut base
and dustcover!
Pitch controls
Built-in strobe

Turntable
with walnut base, .
dustcover &
SHURE M91ed
Cartridge

.S129
DOKORDER
Model 7100

. PIONEER

p

..

~ -~..

"

------

--

-

·S185

Front loading
cassette deck
· Dolby-MemoryOutput control
Walnut cabinet

.S265

Stereo reel to reel
recorder
Dual VU meters
Sound on sound.

ECHO~-Pause

Output control

7 1/2 & 3 3/4
speeds

S299

65-499
65-562

YOUR
CHOICE
Cassette
or 8-track
player!
Under-dash
fast
forward

S32

From the
makers
of DUAL

SCOTCH

Model 3048

.

Front loading
cassette
deck with
Dolby-Bias-EQCounter
TEAC quality

S325
PE

PIONEER

CT-F 7272

High/Low Filters
Dual speaker output
20 db. muting mike
input
Dolby NR
4 channel adaptable
FM mutmg tape
moniter
Mono/Stereo
Dual tuning meters

S145

S24150

Medallion

SAN SUI

SAN SUI

SX-950
AM/FM Stereo
Receiver
3 speaker outputs
2 phone inputs
2 tape mon iters
Super adjustable
tone controls

3 way
walnut cabinet
12" woofer
5" midrange
3" tweeter

Top of the line
Automatic-Manual
Visual strobe
Pitch control
33 1/3- 45 RPM.
·Base and dustcover
I

SC-:,96-CR
C.issette
chrome tape
ONLY

$209
.,

BASF
1800'' 7"
reel to reel
recording .
tape

S14Q
·
AUDIO
SA NKYO
.
TECHNICA
STD-151 0

6010

Record
Cassette Deck
maintenance
Dual input-output
kit

controls
Auto Bias-DolbyCounter-Ferox
head-Automatic
shut-off

S15995

.$499

I====
Many
more
unadvertised
specials

We Accep\:
Cash, Checks
Bank·
Americard
&
Mastercharge

*
Ask About
Our 10-Month
No Interest
Layaway

